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Research Abstract:  

 What does economic development look like in Eastern Europe today? This research uses 

ethnographic methods to explore the influence of European-funded development projects in 

Western Ukraine. Its main focus is on the growth of the information technology sector, but it also 

incorporates an investigation into tourist economies. Based on interviews and participant 

observation, I conclude that, while the IT sector is creating large, rapid growth in Ukraine, it is 

not necessarily the most sustainable development possibility in Western Ukraine. Alternative, 

more diverse examples of development from elsewhere in the region, which I explored in this 

research, present a more replicable model for other regions in Ukraine as well as, possibly, in 

other countries in Eastern Europe. Additionally, this research incorporates other current issues 

facing Western Ukraine and the city of Lviv, including the problem of trash disposal plaguing 

Lviv residents for over a year.  

Research Goals: 

This research was the first part of a longer-term project on economic development in 

Western Ukraine. Framing Ukraine as a country on Europe’s peripheries, and considering the 

context of recent mass mobilizations, my research explored European-funded economic 

development projects and European integration from the Ukrainian perspective. Through this 

research, I sought to consider the symbol of Europe itself for Ukraine, as the Euromaidan 
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protests strove to include Ukraine in the world’s conceptualization of Europe. I asked, what is 

Ukraine’s European future? Do economic developments promise successful integration in the 

EU in the future?  

My initial research plan included accessing various factories across Western Ukraine in 

order to answer these questions. Once I arrived in Lviv, however, I noticed that the information 

technology (IT) industry had grown rapidly in the years since I completed my dissertation and 

instead began to use investigation into this sector to answer my research questions. The people 

making up the IT sector are largely young and have become a major consumer class in Ukraine. 

Because of their work, they have much greater access to Europe than most Ukrainians, in large 

part because many of the companies hiring them are foreign.  

I had great success accessing various aspects of the IT economy in Lviv, but I felt it was 

important to consider alternatives to this single-sector development. Thus, I visited Brody, one of 

the sites of my original research plan, to explore a different kind of development. Brody features 

a large level of economic diversity, so it can serve as a possible alternative to single-sector, urban 

development. Additionally, I explored non-urban tourism, the spa town of Truskavets and as an 

eco-tourist in the Carpathian mountains. These latter two provided me some provocative 

alternative potentials to urban growth, which I will discuss in the Findings and Future Research 

portions of this report.  

In general, I have found that residents of Lviv, especially this young consumer class, feel 

themselves closer than ever to Europe. Yet many ordinary people suffer from the same problems 

as they have in the past, including rising gas prices and stagnant salaries. When I spoke casually 

to people around the region, I often mentioned my work on economic development. I was 

regularly met with responses such as “There’s no economic development here!” or even “We 

have no economy in Ukraine!” Many people, even those benefitting from new consumerism and 

European investment are still pessimistic about Ukraine’s future, as they continue to view their 
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country’s government as out of control. Economic development is a political issue in Ukraine, as 

my research activities and findings show.  

Research Activities:  

My research activities responded to what I saw in Lviv as the main elements of current 

economic developments and problems. I organize them here geographically. First, I will describe 

my activities in Lviv, then I will discuss what I did in other, non-urban parts of western Ukraine.  

In Lviv 

Information Technology 

 I began focusing on the development of IT in Lviv thanks to one acquaintance who I met 

in previous fieldwork who has worked on and off in IT since 2008. In an interview, she 

explained to me a general picture of the IT sector, including some of the main Ukrainian 

companies. After this interview, I proceeded to contact various IT companies around Lviv, as 

well as individuals recommended to me who worked in IT. I started by cold emailing these IT 

companies, and I received responses from several. Two companies in particular had very helpful 

representatives contact me, and both invited me to visit their offices.  

 The first office I visited was Perfectial [see Photo 1], which I visited two times over the 

course of my research. There, I met with representatives from Human Resources, who showed 

me around their offices so that I could see how they are physically organized. Perfectial is a 

company that employs around 200 people, most of whom are developers organized into teams 

that are hired by foreign companies. They have a large HR department, as well as a marketing 

team and a recruiting team. I interviewed two representatives from HR, and I completed 

interviews with participants in an English discussion club, organized by the company’s English 

program, two different times. This totaled eight participants, plus two different English teachers 

with whom I spoke informally before and during the discussions.  
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 The second office I visited was ABTO, where I completed interviews with one of the 

company’s CEOs and one developer. The person who organized my visit also participated in 

these interviews, although informally. This company was slightly less welcoming, and I only saw 

certain parts of the offices. I did not see any offices where developers or recruiters were working, 

for example, which I did see at Perfectial. At ABTO, I learned that they have a branch in 

Uzhhorod, working for a specific American company. I asked several times if my contacts could 

introduce me to someone working at this branch so that I could complete interviews there, and 

they did not wish to do so. They explained that it would not be very interesting to me to speak 

with people there, but I was surprised that they were very against my visiting their Uzhhorod 

office.  

 In addition to these two office visits, I completed an interview with a representative of the 

Lviv IT Cluster, a group that organizes IT companies and helps liaise between companies and the 

Lviv City Council. I met this representative at the Startup Depot, one of many co-working spaces 

around Lviv where IT workers can pay to use space instead of working at an office. I also spent 

time at Komuna, a café-style co-working space in the center of Lviv, where I observed many IT 

workers at various times. I also interviewed five other IT workers, including one American who 

works for SoftServe, the largest IT company in Ukraine. I spoke with IT workers in informal 

settings, like bars and parties, throughout the summer, as well. 

 

City Council Interviews 

 I complete interviews with two representatives from the Lviv City Council. Both 

representatives work in the field of development. I asked questions about economic development 

in general, but I was also able to discuss major projects like the growth in the IT and tourism 

sectors in both interviews. Additionally, both were willing to speak with me about the current 

trash problem in Lviv that has plagued the city for over a year. 
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Trash Problem 

 In the summer of 2016, several people were killed at a landfill outside of Lviv because 

the trash collapsed, starting a fire and trapping them in the garbage. Since then, the issue of the 

city’s trash disposal has become a major political problem for the city. Because so many people 

were discussing the issue of trash in Lviv [see Photo 2], I completed several interviews 

specifically focusing on this problem. I completed several kinds of observations: first, I marked 

on a physical map the presence of new self-sorting recycling containers that have appeared in the 

city since my last visit there in the summer of 2016. I also documented many examples of 

overflowing trash bins around the city, which I found especially in the outskirts—that is, the 

center was fairly clean, but more residential areas continued to suffer. I interviewed a journalist 

who has been covering the issue of the trash problem, particularly as a political problem for 

Mayor Andriy Sadovy, for over a year. I also interviewed a representative from Zero Waste 

Lviv, a new environmental NGO that has the trash problem as one of its main issues.  

Non-Urban Work  

Visit to Factories in Brody 

 I visited Brody for two days in July 2017. It was here that I learned that factories may not 

be as accessible as I had hoped. Despite having several connections, thanks to an American 

colleague who worked here for three years in the Peace Corps, I was unable to access the 

factories in Brody. While I attempted to access the milk product factory, the security at the gates 

would not let me inside for any reason. I did find the factory being built now in Brody to 

manufacture car cables and, evidently, other electronics, but it was not open at all [see Photo 3]. 

While in Brody, however, I did explore the renovated tourism centers in the main part of town, 

including new information boards about historic sites like the central synagogue. I also spoke to 

several residents about economic development. 
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Other Observations 

 I completed brief, preliminary observations in several other towns in Western Ukraine. 

Specifically, I visited Zhovkva, Truskavets, and Drohobych to see three examples of 

development. Zhovkva is a site of economic investment from the European Union to renovate 

historical sites and create partnerships with other cities in Poland and Belarus. Truskavets was a 

popular Soviet spa town which has seen major developments to continue to attract tourists and 

those seeking health care from the mineral water available there. Drohobych has received large 

investment from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, particularly for 

retrofitting apartment buildings’ heating systems. These sites provoked further questions about 

economic development, which I will discuss in the findings section.  

Eco-tourism: Carpathian Camping 

 While not an obvious element of my research plan, I incorporate my three-day 

mountaineering trip in the Carpathian mountains, near Ivano-Frankivsk, as a research activity. 

Organized by several activist colleagues from previous research in Kyiv, this group trip allowed 

me to experience another kind of tourist infrastructure that different significantly from the 

possibilities for tourist development in urban spaces. I discussed these issues and other issues 

that appeared throughout my research with my fellow campers, as well.  

Important Research Findings:  

IT in Lviv 

The growth of the information technology industry in Ukraine provides a substantial 

example of “economic development” that impacts the country in uneven ways. The sector 

currently employs over 15,000 people in the city of Lviv alone, 15% of the entire Ukrainian IT 
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worker population. The average IT employee is 26; 77% are men and 26% are women.
1
 In my 

research among IT employees and firms, I met people from various cities and towns around 

Western Ukraine, including Truskavets, Ternopil, and Ivano-Frankivsk. Many said that outside 

of Lviv, IT growth is focused in Kyiv as well as in Kharkiv and Dnipro (formerly 

Dnipropetrovsk), both in Eastern Ukraine. All these sites already have established infrastructure 

for the growth of the IT industry, particularly in the form of strong math and science universities.  

Many employees mentioned the diversity of companies and employment possibilities in 

large cities as a major factor drawing young people from smaller towns and cities into larger 

hubs. As one project manager told me, “Most of the people come into [these] cities because they 

have plenty of choices to apply for different kinds of jobs, different companies, different 

positions. If it’s a smaller city, IT’s not well-grown there, you probably are quite limited on the 

choices.”  

The city government’s investments in IT have also encouraged Lviv to become an IT hub 

and draw people from around western Ukraine. Whereas the federal government has not taken 

steps to make it easier for international companies to work in Ukraine, the Lviv City Council 

works directly with IT companies and the Lviv IT Cluster, a group that unites 65 local IT 

companies. Their newest project, for example, is the Lviv Tech Park, is co-organized and co-

funded and will eventually provide offices, apartments, kindergarten, a university, and a hotel for 

IT companies and employees. The site, on a large piece of land in the city limits, was partly 

purchased by the city government, and, according to an IT cluster representative, the park is 

already 50% reserved by IT companies.    

While, on the one hand, the growth of this economy provides accessible upward mobility 

for basically any educated young person with strong English skills, two important (related) 

criticisms are notable. First, most companies are international, which means that most of the 

labor in Ukraine is outsourcing (for development and software engineering) and “outstaffing,” in 

                                                           
1
 This is according to research completed by the Lviv IT Cluster. 
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which all customer service is undertaken by Ukrainian employees. Such economies are fluid and 

flexible and may not provide the sustained growth which with Ukraine, and Lviv in particular, 

are treating in. Secondly, because of these large investments from international firms and 

because of lax protections on intellectual property in Ukraine, there are few startups in Ukraine. 

Thus, for many Ukrainians—especially older populations, those without access to the most 

reputable universities, and people who do not speak English—there are no visible benefits of the 

growth of the IT sector. Rather, these people see the growth of a consumer economy that remains 

inaccessible to them. 

 

Alternative Economic Development 

 An alternative example of development can be seen in the town of Brody in the Lviv 

region. This city of about 23,000 people features multiple factories, particularly for mailboxes, 

doors, furniture, billiard tables, and other related home- and building materials. As of 2017, a 

factory for the manufacture of electronic equipment for cars, funded by a French company, is 

reasonably near completion. Such a stable manufacturing economy suggests that Brody can 

employ people of various age ranges—especially men; multiple schools may provide sustainable 

job opportunities for women; I have yet to explore these gendered questions in this research. The 

firm that is opening the factory has begun training employees, meaning that there is not 

necessarily a requirement of other forms of higher education to get a job there.  

 Are such forms of employment replicable in other places in Ukraine? Brody also has a 

productive agricultural sector, several schools, and a pedagogical college. It is situated in 

Western Ukraine, between two regional capitals of Rivne and Lviv, and is connected to these 

two places by multiple modes of transportation. As a mid-sized city, it is a positive example of a 

link between rural and urban economic growth that could provide an example for other such 

towns in Ukraine.  
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 At the same time, some other industries in Brody are unstable. The local milk-product 

factory re-opened only in the past 10 years, and it changed hands even more recently. The new 

owner allegedly sold many of the factory’s assets and in so doing has alienated many (now 

former) employees. This may be with the intent to focus on a singular product (like butter) and it 

does appear that the milk factory has withstood many shifts in the local economy. Indeed, it may 

suggest that the milk factory owners are responding to demands from national and European 

markets rather than attempting to produce solely for the population of Brody.  

Brody’s unique position and its existing economic infrastructure since independence has 

made it a prime location for economic development that does not follow an easy, linear path. 

This flexibility surely contributes both to Brody’s ability to respond to economic shifts and 

European companies’ desire to invest in Brody itself.    

 

Other Economies 

 My three brief visits to Zhovkva, Truskavets, and Drohobyvh provoke further questions 

about diverse economic development in Ukraine. In Zhovkva, the city was the recipient of grants 

from the European Union to renew its historical properties. Previously, this money had come 

from the Ukrainian government, but this entity was no longer willing to provide funding for 

historical preservation: the project was supposed to be completed in 2015 but appears to be 

stalled at the moment [see Photo 4]. Drohobych can be described similarly, although this town 

has international investment for the renovation of its large synagogue. Such small towns with 

little economic diversity do not appear to have distinctly European futures.  

 Both Zhovkva and Drohobych have some elements of domestic tourism, but Truskavets 

has a developed tourist economy organized around the city’s mineral waters which are meant to 

cure gastrointestinal ailments. A popular spa town during the Soviet period, it has preserved 

certain infrastructural elements that allow it to remain a popular destination for domestic tourism. 
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Not only do many Soviet-era sanatoria continue to function, new hotels have been built within 

the past five years to accommodate a wealthier tourist class. While the activity of the town 

remains the same, its appeal has been well-marketed, and it remains quite accessible from Lviv 

via train and bus routes. Additionally, the highway between Lviv and Truskavets (and 

Drohobych) was being worked on this summer, potentially in response to the growth of this 

tourist sector.  

 More research in these sites will be needed in order to understand the long-term needs for 

sustainable tourist economies. This would be especially fruitful outside of the summer months, 

as holidays prevented me from accessing government representatives. The questions prompted in 

these sites encouraged me to view my mountaineering trip in the Carpathians as a further site for 

sustainable development. In the Ivano-Frankivsk region, many small towns host tourists in the 

Carpathians in both the summer and the winter. Many of these towns have a contradictory 

infrastructure: old, Soviet sanatoria remain, but new hotels are built completely from scratch. 

This leaves those old structures in place, empty, while the new consumers from Lviv and other 

cities can stay in internationally-recognized hotel chains.  

 The greater potential for economic development, as I see it, is in eco-tourism and 

mountaineering. Transportation infrastructure in the region is fairly functional—my co-hikers 

and I only used public transportation—and these mountains are truly breathtaking [see Photo 5]. 

While many Ukrainians hike the more popular mountains like Hoverla, I found the lesser-known 

peaks that I climbed quite accessible and well-marked. During our excursion, we met with 

Hutsuls living alone or in small villages in the mountains, manufacturing cheese to sell to 

tourists. If carefully scaled, this economy could become extremely sustainable for this area of 

Ukraine, particularly if it attracted more foreign tourists looking for outdoor holiday adventures. 

Yet, in my discussions with government representatives and representatives for the European 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, it appears that most tourist economy development 

has focused on urban spaces.  
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Policy Implications and Recommendations:  

 Based on my previous comments, I believe that there is space to create a productive 

policy for diverse economic development in Ukraine that successfully integrates more than just 

cities into European economies. I hope to continue my research in the Carpathians and in smaller 

towns in Western Ukraine to better understand what makes these economic possibilities 

sustainable without destroying the interesting and unique aspects of these experiences now. 

 From my research with IT companies, however, I am concerned about the rapid growth 

of this sector without government oversight. Out of every person I interviewed, only one of 

them—one IT employee with whom I discussed the sector briefly and informally, and only in 

late August—stated outright that he did not think the growth in IT was sustainable. Almost every 

person working in the sector believes its growth will continue. This is why so many young 

people are studying computer sciences and why so many private universities and schools are 

developing IT certification. I fear that the sector will quickly become saturated and youth 

unemployment will grow rapidly. Part of the blame for this must go on the Lviv City Council, 

which is opening doors for greater development in IT without considering the long-term effects 

and the detriments this focus has on economic diversity.  

Additionally, many interviewees stressed the current tax organization in Ukraine that 

allows for international companies to hire Ukrainians, and neither the labor nor the product is 

taxed in Ukraine. While this benefits the international companies and the IT workers, it does not 

necessarily benefit Ukraine (although the problem of corruption in dealing with state funds, like 

taxes generated from IT work, would be an issue in any revision of this current policy). It seems 

to me that the government of Ukraine needs to decide if this hands-off way of dealing with IT 

investment is truly the most productive for national economic well-being or if they are satisfied 

with the growth of a young consumer class in urban areas. Whether a policy intervention can 

correct this is probably unlikely, but more attention needs to be given to the problem of the rapid 
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growth of IT, because when this sector reaches its peak, the national government will be 

responsible for dealing with the fallout. 

Finally, I would like to use this section to comment on the trash issue in Lviv. As I 

learned from my interviews with those close to the situation, this is an issue that should have 

been resolved many years ago but has become a symbol of the political divisions between Mayor 

Sadovyy in Lviv and Prime Minister Groysman, representing President Poroshenko. It is the 

result of poorly accomplished attempts at allowing more regional autonomy without properly 

legislating such processes: Sadovyy claims the trash disposal should be resolved by the federal 

government, whereas Groysman claims that with greater budgetary autonomy, Sadovyy must 

find his own solution. The burden has now dropped to Lviv residents to sort their trash, as if this 

will be a solution to a major infrastructural problem. As one city council representative told me, 

there are solutions being proposed and international agreements being discussed, but these 

solutions will take years to implement. This problem must be resolved instead of continuing to 

serve to create political battlegrounds. Ukraine needs several functional sorting-line waste 

management centers, or this problem will be even greater in the future.  

 

Co-Curricular Activity:  

 During my grant period, I worked closely with several scholars in the field. These 

included Katie David, also a Title VIII grantee, and Natalie Oshukany, an ethnomusicologist 

PhD candidate. We regularly spoke about our research projects and methods, creating a 

productive web of scholarly discussion that encouraged me throughout my research. I also met 

several times with Charles Bonds (Indiana University) and Larisa Privalskaya, who are working 

with Yaroslav Hrytsak (Ukrainian Catholic University) and Dov-Ber Kerler (Indiana University) 

to create a Yiddish studies program at UCU in Lviv. Their work included interviewing the oldest 

living Yiddish speakers in Ukraine, a project that inspired me to be more attentive to Jewish life 

in contemporary Ukraine.  
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 I completed interview with two Lviv City Council representatives working in the offices 

of development. While most of this time was spent with me asking questions, both were 

extremely passionate about their city and provided quite interesting discussion. Both also 

received information about my research project as part of my IRB procedure. Additionally, I 

interviewed a representative of the NGO Zero Waste Lviv as part of my investigation into the 

trash issue in the city. I interacted with this NGO several times, as they were very present in the 

city and co-sponsored other events that I attended. I had hoped to become more involved with 

the group, but I discovered that they are organized more around individual best practices rather 

than a political project of environmentalism.  

Conclusions:  

Economic development is an ongoing problem in Eastern Europe, and especially in 

Ukraine. It is important for researchers, including anthropologists, but also those in other 

disciplines, to continue to focus on the processes making up development as it is further 

influenced by European integration. We need to consider economic development from various 

angles in order to better propose successful policy alternatives that consider Ukraine’s 

institutional relationship with the European Union as well as the effects of development projects 

on ordinary people’s lives. The growth of IT in Ukraine has great potential, but it cannot benefit 

everyone in Ukraine, leaving large parts of the population left out of rapid economic growth. 

Further research is necessary to explore economic development possibilities that consider the 

needs of a wide range of people in Ukraine and create greater potential for long-term economic 

stability in the region.  

Plans for Future Research Agenda/ Presentations and Publications: 

 

 I will circulate a preliminary paper that begins to analyze my research findings at my 

university’s working group on political economy. This group will help me improve my analysis 
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and turn this preliminary paper into a conference paper. Following this, I will present findings of 

this research at the American Anthropological Association’s annual meetings in Washington, 

DC, in December 2017. This talk is geared toward anthropologists, but there will be a student 

presence in the audience. I intend to continue presenting this research at conferences in the first 

part of 2018, such as the Soyuz Symposium at Yale University and the Young Researcher’s 

Conference at Miami University. 

 In terms of further research, I hope to pursue additional fieldwork in Ukraine to explore 

the possibilities of growth in the tourism sector. I was inspired to pursue this sphere of 

development after my positive experience of mountaineering in the Carpathian mountains with a 

group of Ukrainians. I saw that there could be potential for further development in this sphere, 

but for the time being, it was a very localized economy that was not friendly to foreigners. As the 

borders between Ukraine and Europe open, the tourist economy, particularly outside of cities, 

would be an opportunity for growth for Ukraine.  
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Photo Appendix 

 

Photo 1: Perfectial Office, Lviv 
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Photo 2: Trash disposal problem, Lviv 
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Photo 3: New factory in Brody 
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Photo 4: Renovated portion of Zhovkva Castle to left; non-renovated section to right 
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Photo 5: Me (third from left) with hikers in the Carpathians

 


